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T

his issue celebrates new publications, upcoming events, and other notable accomplishments by members of the ACMHE
community. Congratulations to all the contributors for offering such inspiring and encouraging achievements! We’d like to also
acknowledge and honor the achievements not mentioned here, including our private moments of courage, insight, transformation,
connection, and healing. May 2020 be a year of possibility and promise for all of us.
									Carrie, Maya & Lila @CMind
									info@contemplativemind.org

Names of ACMHE members appear in bold type.
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From Angel Acosta:
We are in the process of building a community that
dives into Contemplating 400 Years of Inequality. Below are some ways to stay involved. I have included a
link to the timeline printing instructions as well. We are
in the process of planning a series of online and in-person events that connect the use of contemplative practices to explore structural inequality. Join us as we build
community and collect resources to deepen the work
and move it forward.
Links to Resources:
1. Timeline Printing Instructions & Curriculum
Resources
2. Growing Facebook Community
3. Other Ways to Connect
View Angel’s recent ACMHE webinar

From Laurie Anderson:
“I want to share the news about the continued growth
of our various initiatives. Our ground-breaking graduate
(MEd) degree in Contemplative Inquiry and Approaches in Education [at Simon Fraser University] has just
launched its fourth cohort. Our first two year program
started in 2014 and interest in the program has grown
exponentially. Practicing teachers form the majority of
the 22-23 student cohort, but our efforts to cast the net
further have increasingly attracted healthcare professionals and others looking for a more holistic learning
experience.
We are also very encouraged by the initial results
of funded research exploring the impact of the program on participants and how they now approach their
work. We’ve also written a “primer” on our program
that helps explain what we mean when we talk about
contemplative inquiry in education, and, a chapter in a
newly released book on “contemplative pedagogies”
does the same.
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Some of our graduates are elaborating on the
program as they begin own academic writing career.
Finally, the success of our MEd led to the development
of a doctoral proposal currently being considered.
In summary, we are very encouraged by the
growth and impact of our program. Infusing learning
experiences with contemplative practices is making
a positive, enduring change at SFU. Feel free to contact any of us for more details.”
Laurie Anderson, PhD – lauriea@sfu.ca
Charles Scott, PhD – Charles_scott@sfu.ca
Heesoon Bai, PhD – heesoon_bai@sfu.ca

Professor and Public Artist Anne Beffel installs her
works in unexpected places to demonstrate the
power of meditation and the value of public art. She
seeks to create a more empathetic, inclusive and environmentally aware culture through contemplative
art experiences with projects such as Meditation Circuit, at the Hamlin Urban Forest, in Shoreline, Washington. A walking trail comprised of four meditation
stations, each marked by signage and a ten foot
tall color field painting installed in the tree canopy,
linked visitors to information on mindfulness and audio meditations recorded by the collaborative City
Meditation Crew. Working with Shoreline Public
Arts Coordinator David Francis and a technical team,
Beffel installed the project in July 2018, collaborated
with poets to augment it with verse, watched it fade,
and de-installed in June 2019.
Contemplative Forest Art Walk is currently installed at the Ford Forest Research Center on the
Campus of Michigan Technological University in
Alberta, Michigan. Beffel worked with the College
of Forestry Dean Andrew Storer and a forestry team
to establish a path easily accessible to students and
researchers.
Both projects were shaped by Beffel’s study of
conscious regulation of our attentional apertures and
fields of vision as mindfulness practices. Responses
to the installations provide anecdotal evidence of
positive effects on mindfulness and resiliency. Beffel
seeks interested researchers to study the effects of
blending outdoor recreation, public art and mindfulness.
Curiosity drove the projects’ development: How
can we place art in a forest in order to invite people

to slow down and notice the play of wind, shadow
and light as they vary from moment to moment?
When and how can art enable us to become more
aware, appreciative of and empathetic towards the
living, breathing, and insentient forest inhabitants?
How might this contemplative experience influence
environmental stewardship, presentness, well-being, and resiliency?

A Librarian Threesome: Changing and Growing
In July 2016, three librarians launched the Facebook group, Mindfulness for Librarians: Madeleine
Charney (Research Services Librarian, UMass Amherst Libraries ) with Richard Moniz (Library Director,
Horry-Georgetown Technical College) and Jenny
Colvin (Outreach Librarian, Furman University). The
group is quite active with nearly 1,500 members
and regular virtual hangouts. During the hangouts,
members informally share their library-mindfulness
work and experience a practice together such as a
body scan, guided imagery or finger mudras. The
three co-founders became acquainted with scores
of talented passionate librarians through the group.
Some of their stories make up the book they co-edited, Recipes for Mindfulness in Your Library: Supporting Resilience and Community Engagement (ALA,
2019). In 2020, the threesome will “hand over the
keys” of the Facebook group to four new administrators, making room for fresh, new leaders with
a strong passion around the intersection of librarianship and mindfulness: Michelle Reale (Arcadia
University), Jenneffer Sixkiller (Mooresville Public Library, North Carolina), Jess Aker (Simmons LIS graduate student) and Sara Mueth (University of North
Carolina Willmington).

From Amy Edelstein:
Inner Strength is holding our 6th annual teacher
training starting with the Foundations of Mindfulness,
Mar 24 - May 12, and Developmental Perspective,
June 9 - July 12. Our innovative CASEL-recommended program is designed specifically for high school
students. The curriculum helps students cultivate
calm, curiosity, and care. In the training you will learn
the philosophical perspectives underlying the pro-
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gram and how to teach its 12-lesson curriculum which
weaves together mindfulness, systems thinking, evolutionary development of the brain, cultural context,
and the art and science of relationship building. Inner
Strength has trained more than 7,000 inner city teens
and received a Philadelphia Social Innovation Award for
its work decreasing violence. Listen to the free monthly
Conscious Classroom Webinars. Read more about the
program in The Philadelphia Inquirer here. www.InnerStrengthFoundation.net

be offered to 193 ministries of education of UNESCO
member countries. ACMHE community will be happy
to learn that there is a clear orientation toward contemplative practices and social emotional learning within
this group. We are very hopeful that this project will
continue to raise awareness to the contributions and
potentials that these practices hold for education.
In addition, here are links of Oren’s most recent
publications exploring and bridging contemplative
practices and education:
• a qualitative review of the contemplative turn,

“Mindfulness can allow us to be with our vulnerabilities
and see our common humanity to care for and support
each other.” - student, 14 years old

• a mapping of 447 papers on mindfulness in education,
• a dialogue between educational rationales and
implementations of mindfulness,
• a conceptualization of mindfulness in, as and of
education,

Dr. Oren Ergas of Beit Berl College has recently been
invited to take a leading role in a two-year initiative of
UNESCO’s Mahatma Gandhi Institute for Education,
Peace and Sustainable Development, in which a group
of international scholars will be developing an extensive assessment of education toward flourishing, to

• a conception of mindfulness in education in cosmopolitanism,
• a conception of mindfulness, education and temporality.
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Mary Ann Erickson is Associate Professor in the
Gerontology Institute of Ithaca College. She recently
published an article in the journal Gerontology & Geriatrics Education titled “Contemplative Pedagogy as a
Framework for Educating About Ageism.” The article
reviews current approaches for addressing ageism in
the classroom and draws on current research on mindfulness to suggest ways to incorporate mindfulness
practices in the gerontology classroom. The paper
argues that sharing knowledge about aging and promoting intergenerational contact won’t affect implicit
ageism without also increasing students’ reflective
capacity. Future articles will assess the impact of these
practices on students.

From David Forbes:
• My book, Mindfulness and Its Discontents, was
published this year.
• This article came out in October: https://
www.opendemocracy.net/en/transformation/
need-critical-social-mindfulness-schools/
• Here is a transcript of an interview in the Los
Angeles Review of Books.
• A kind of debate in which I participated at the
Mindful Leader Summit in Washington DC in
November on whether capitalism is changing
mindfulness or is mindfulness changing capitalism. Here is the video (I also presented on “From
McMindfulness to Integral Social Mindfulness:
Taking a Stand for Both Personal and Social
Transformation”).
• An interview with Ron Purser on the Mindful
Cranks
• Raquel Rios, I, and others are planning a one
day conference on education, social justice,
and mindfulness in NYC sometime in 2020.
Stay tuned.
• Finishing teaching a course this semester in
the Masters in Liberal Studies program at the
CUNY Graduate Center, “Critical Introduction
to Mindfulness.”

Sitting Meditation on Farrand Field,
CU Boulder. Photo: Joan Gabriele

From Joan Gabriele:
The University of Colorado in Boulder, Colorado
launched a virtual Contemplative Resource Center in
October 2019, with a week of varied contemplative
and mindfulness events for students, faculty and staff.
These events included the building of a temporary outdoor labyrinth with stones, “slow looking” at the campus art museum (which also hosts weekly meditations)
and contemplative movement--among a range of other activities. Campus collaborators are advocating for
a brick and mortar contemplative resource center in
the near future.

From Jerry Gale:
The Friday Morning Meditation at the Georgia Museum of Art, which I began, is going into its fourth year.
This program was selected for Education Program of
the Year by the Georgia Association of Museums and
Galleries, February 1, 2017 Georgia Association of
Museums and Galleries. In January 2019 I presented
at the 3rd Annual Social Justice Symposium in Athens Georgia, on Inter-being Meditation: Practices for
Social Justice and Engaged Responsiveness. In 2018
I did a plenary, Relational meditation for family therapists: Research and practices at the 13th Annual Brazilian Family Therapy Conference. Baja, Brazil. August 1,
2018. I am also on the planning committee and doing
a presentation at Athens 3rd Annual Mindfulness Fair
(February 1, 2019).
Recent publications that I have on meditation
include:
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• Gale, J. (in press). Secular mindfulness and
its relationship to mental health: Benefits, McMindfulness & other critiques, and mindfulness
revisited. A Pioneer entry for the Palgrave Encyclopedia of Critical Mental Health. Jessica
Lester & Michelle O’Reilly, General Editors,
Tanya Mudry & Tom Strong, Section Editors.
• Gale, J. (in press). Meditation and improvisation: Responsive relationships for action and play. Presentations at the Taos
25th anniversary conference. Taos Institute.
• Gale, J. (2018). Improvisation and meditation: Theory and practice for drama therapy for couples. Dr. Daniel J. Wiener, Guest
Editor, Drama Therapy Review, 4, 1, 53-69.
• Gale, J. (2017). Meditation skills for the mediation process: Complementary Practices and
epistemological considerations. Journal of Mediation Theory and Practice, 2, (1), 54-68. DOI.
org/10.1558/mtp.32195

Ajay Rastogi reports:
Foundation for Contemplation of Nature continues its
journey in the 7th year and there is organic growth in
learning and activities. In January, a nature contemplation talk and session was held in Cambridge University, UK for the students of Conservation Leadership
Course. At the same time, a seminar was presented to
the Cambridge Political Ecology group on the subject
of nature connectedness. A series of podcasts initiated with Tanya Grassley from Imaginary Life, Sweden
continued over the year: http://foundnature.org/
podcast/
In March and April we ran the residential courses at the Vrikshalaya Himalayan Centre for the Spring
Semester students and participants of the Himalayan
Cultural Expedition of NOLS. In August, a visit was
made to Institute of Human Behaviour and Allied Sciences, New Delhi to explore a collaboration in nature
connectedness and mental health. Prof. Dr. Desai, the
Director and a fellow Fulbrighter, is optimistic that the
new mental health policy (2017) of the Government
of India could look into enhancing nature exposure
to residents of densely populated urban centres as a

Photo: Ajay Rastogi

possible complimentary pathway to recovery. A simple
guide book on nature connectedness and benefits is
being compiled to be brought out in 2020; we warmly
welcome suggestions and contributions of other ACMHE members. In September, The Princeton Bridge
Year Program students sojourned through our valley
over a week, undertaking the rich experiential learning
module.
The 3 semester credit Mountain Resiliency course
with the School of Environment and Sustainability,
Western Colorado University, ran successfully again
this year in October-November. Dr. John Hausdoerffer,
the Dean, together with other senior faculty including
alumni Brandon McNamara traversed the landscape
with 12 students for nearly a month. Mindfulness, contemplation of nature, 5 forms of capital, lifestyle thinking, understanding modern day energy-food-water
nexus, yoga practice and staying and working with
traditional agrarian mountain communities helped create that sought after bridge between Inner and outer
sustainability!!
- Ajay Rastogi
www.foundnature.org

Rosemary Reilly announces an upcoming chapter:
Reilly, R. C. (in press). “Pay attention to what is
behind the curtain: Interrogating whiteness using
contemplative practices in graduate management
education. In E. Sengupta & P. Blessinger (Eds.), Civil
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society and social responsibility in higher education:
International perspectives on curriculum and teaching
development. Bingley, UK: Emerald.
This chapter details the instructional experiences
of a group of graduate students, who are emerging
Human Systems Intervention practitioners—men and
women who self-identify as white and work in organizational, community, and educational leadership
settings. I outline a series of learning experiences that
supported a group of MA students to uncover white
supremacist thinking in their work—their approaches to intervention and their mental models regarding
effective organizational or community functioning.
Using contemplative practices to dig out oppressive,
invisible dimensions of white identity, we examined
how our whiteness shaped and warped how we enacted our work in community and organization development. We did this by reflective reading, meditation,
contemplative arts, deep listening and storytelling,
singing and music, and ceremony. This chapter illustrates how higher education can address a fundamental mental model and world view that influences how
social responsibility is envisioned and how issues of
social justice can be advanced within graduate professional education through socially responsible teaching
and learning strategies and activities.

Rhonda Schaller reports, “So excited to be one of
the winners of a 2019/20 Pratt Research Seed Grant
with Esmilda Abreu-Hornbostel for our Mindfulness Resource Lab project. The proposed Mindfulness
Resource Lab will look at mindfulness as a business resource, especially in the context of creative companies
within a defined City culture. We will look at the potential correlation between the cultivation of collective
mindfulness with creativity and innovation.”

From Susan Sumskis:
Greetings from the Nan Tien Institute! We have created the Australian Centre for Contemplative Pedagogy
and now have three scholars actively working away
on PhD projects to evaluate our recently commenced
Taxonomy of Contemplative Online Learning within our online postgraduate Mental Health degrees.
Research projects include students’ experiences of

contemplative online learning; development of a compassionate online social presence in education; and
the relationship between a deep listening education
module and student expression of empathy and compassion. We invite anyone interested in our research
to contact us. Dr. Sue Sumskis, ACMHE member.

From Annette Sweeney, Culinary Arts Lecturer,
Technological University Dublin Ireland:
The Mindful Kitchen:
Using contemplative pedagogy to innovate
kitchen culture for chefs
How do we teach ‘kitchen attention’ to young chefs
today? Indeed how do we teach them to have a personal awareness and understanding of themselves
within a demanding work environment?
Having attended Katja Hahn D’Errico’s workshops in the CMind summer session of 2016, one of
my action points for 2017 was to design ‘The Mindful
Kitchen’ module. ‘The Mindful Kitchen’ module is now
a new compulsory module delivered to all year one
culinary arts students in the Technological University of
Dublin-Tallaght, to support them as individuals, and as
young professionals working in modern kitchens. It is
the first of its kind globally, in culinary education and it
seeks to innovate kitchen culture for chefs using teaching and learning. Contemplative pedagogy is central
to the module design and delivery.
The challenge in the design of the module was
to seek practical ways of incorporating contemplative pedagogy that would support and connect chefs
with ‘attention’ and with their own health and wellbeing now and for their professional career. In addition
it sought to heighten their awareness of the impact of
their culinary practices on the environment.
Creativity is an important element of menu and
dish design and thus an important skillset for the culinary arts profession. Allowing the mind to settle can
give rise to creativity, and so the module seeks to create a mindful space to nurture creativity. The role of
the educator is to provide the environment to support
all these activities in order that students can integrate
their experience into their learning.
Students responded positively to the module with
a greater awareness of themselves and the potential of
the approach. In May 2019 the module was awarded
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the prestigious the 2019 Jennifer Burke Award for Innovation in Teaching and Learning
Video Link:
The Mindful Kitchen: Innovating kitchen culture for
chefs, using teaching and learning

Did you forget about the ACMHE
Member Portal?
Use it to access additional resources like
the searchable member directory, event
archives, sample syllabi & the Journal of
Contemplative Inquiry.

GO!

by Madeleine Charney

I

magine a library research instruction session is about to begin at the
W. E. B. Du Bois Library. Undergraduate students in the architecture program bustle in from other classes, exams, time with friends.
The room is awash in technological and social interactions: conversations are at a fever pitch; backpacks thump to the floor; texts fly from
phones; laptops flip open. Most of these students have never been
in the Calipari classroom, one of the Library’s state-of-the-art classrooms with 32 computer workstations, and they’ve never met me,
the librarian who supports their department. This scenario isn’t very
conducive to launching my only session with them; I’ll have about
an hour in which to impart a raft of information, including time for
hands-on learning. And so, when there’s a lot of learning to fit into a
short session, my pedagogical approach is to “grow the container.”
In other words, I help the students increase their own capacity for
learning.
Instead of diving right into database searches, citation management, and registering for interlibrary loan, I first invite the students to
place their feet flat on the floor. In front of each student is a piece of
paper on which a labyrinth is printed. Next, I invite them to trace the labyrinth with their finger or the end of a pen. Heads
lower, eyes focus, and hands shift through the seven circuits of this archetypal pattern. The mood shifts in the room; a
calmness arises.
When the students have completed their virtual journeys, I compare the experience of walking or tracing a labyrinth
to the research process. Although it is not a straight line, you know you will eventually reach your destination—you will
complete your project. At some stages, you feel close to completion, and then something switches, and you feel far away
again. The winding path takes some patience to navigate, and staying the course is imperative.
This contemplative practice brings a fresh perspective to the start of our session. Other contemplative practices I
deploy in my instruction sessions (as well as in one-on-one consultations) are mind mapping, free writing, and pauses
in which students can check in with themselves: Can you stay open to swerves in your research and still stay on track?
Can you embrace the messiness of digging and sorting through information? What feelings are bubbling up—frustration,
excitement, anxiety? From a somatic perspective, where are these feelings showing up in your body—tightening of the
chest, stomach flutters, surges of energy on top of the head?

Keep reading at http://bookmark.library.umass.edu/node/33
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UPCOMING EVENTS

organized by and/or featuring ACMHE members

Webinar: Mentoring as a Contemplative Practice
in the Academy
The January 2020 ACMHE Contemplative Education Webinar
Presented by Dr. Maria Hamilton Abegunde
Wednesday, January 29, 2020, 3:00 - 4:00 PM
Register here: https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/8601305045816658956
Free and open to all. $10 optional donation greatly appreciated!
A mentoring relationship can make the difference not only in how you succeed in your professional
endeavors, but also in how you understand yourself as a scholar, practitioner, and community member.
Most importantly, such a relationship can help both mentor and mentee grow in unexpected ways that
deepen their understanding of what it means to be human and be in community with others who can
support and challenge our growth. How can contemplative practices assist students, faculty, and staff
in doing reflective work that will lead them to mentoring relationships – in all areas of life – that encourage balance, community, appreciation of culture, and academic success? Join Dr. Maria Hamilton
Abegunde, founding director of The Graduate Mentoring Center at Indiana University Bloomington
for a discussion of these questions and others.
Dr. Maria Hamilton Abegunde writes poetry because it can and does
change the world. For her, writing poetry is a spiritual path that can lead
to political and social action. Abegunde is an ancestral priest in the Yoruba
Orisa tradition, a memory keeper, healing facilitator, and Reiki Master with a
focus on the recovery and healing of memory from sentient bodies.
Her research and creative work focus on inter-generational trauma
and community healing through contemplative and arts-based practices.
Excerpts from The Ariran’s Last Life, a Middle Passage memory-work, have
been published in Let Spirit Speak!, Best African American Fiction, and The
Kenyon Review. Her essays have been featured in The Journal for Liberal Arts
and Sciences, Obsidian: Literature & Arts in the African Diaspora, nocturnes,
and an upcoming volume on Black Arts Aesthetics and African Spirituality. Commissioned poems are
featured in Be/Coming and Keeper of My Mothers’ Dreams, collaborative community exhibitions. Excerpts from Learning to Eat the Dead: Juba, USA, a manuscript that contemplates history, violence, and
healing in South Sudan and the US, were selected as a COG poetry finalist by Juan Felipe Herrera and
has been featured in Tupelo Quarterly and the Massachusetts Review. She is a Cave Canem, Ragdale, Sacatar, and NEH institute fellow. She is the founding director of The Graduate Mentoring Center
and is a visiting faculty member in African American and African Diaspora Studies at Indiana University
Bloomington.
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Proposals Due
January 21st

Call for proposals now open for:

What Brings You Here? Mindfulness &
Contemplative Practice in Student Affairs
a 2-day summit convening a mindful community within Higher Education.
March 8 & 9, 2020 at Pratt Institute in New York City.
Submit your program by January 21, 2020.
Sam Harvey announces, “We are accepting proposals for General, Practice, and Hybrid Sessions (50 Minutes), Pecha Kucha style presentations (7 minutes). Half-sessions are available for
students (though not required). Audio visual equipment may be available, but limited so we encourage presentations that don’t rely on technology.”
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Take a look at Steven
Thurston Oliver’s TEDx:
Contemplative Pedagogy &
the Journey of Becoming —
his words, stories & wisdom
speaks to what BMS2020
will be: Healing. Justice.
Joy...LOVE!

Michelle Chatman announces:

Join us April 17-19, 2020 for the 2nd Annual

Black Mindfulness Summit: Healing.Justice.Joy.
Location: Washington D.C. area
This gathering will include:
• Jazz & Drumming Meditation
• Ancestral Honoring
• Poetry, Music & Art
• Community Healing Ritual
• Special Youth Mindfulness Workshop
• And So Much More!
Over the next few weeks, we will provide you with details about the summit. Please begin sharing with others who
would benefit in attending BMS2020. Registration will officially open February 1, 2020.
Also, as we begin shaping the summit, we would like to know why you think this Black Mindfulness Summit is important and what you hope to gain from the weekend. You can email blackmindfulnesssummit@gmail.com. If you
have other questions, please send through the email.
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Doug Lindner announces:

2020 Contemplative Practices for
Higher Education Conference
Hotel Roanoke, Roanoke, VA
March 5 - 7, 2020
http://www.cpe.vt.edu/cptcu/index.html

Poster &
Flash Session
Proposals Due
February 2nd

Keynote Speakers:
• Carrie Newcomer, in concert
• Mitchel Ratner, Still Water Mindfulness Practice Center
• Dr. Margaret (Peggy) Plews-Ogan, Brodie Professor of Medicine at the University of Virginia School of Medicine
• Leslie Booker, Trainer, facilitator and writer

Ranjeeta Basu announces:

Reigniting the Joy of Teaching:
Integrating Contemplative
Techniques into the Classroom
A 3-day workshop offered by Mindful CSUSM
at California State University, San Marcos
June 19 – 21, 2020
Research shows that regular mindfulness practice increases focused attention, cultivates deep awareness, promotes
emotional equanimity, and enhances our capacity for compassion and kindness. In this workshop we will introduce
you to a variety of contemplative techniques such as mindfulness meditation, mindful reading and writing, deep listening, contemplative movement, and compassion practices that can evoke from us as educators and from our students
a number of important cognitive, emotional, and motivational resources. We will also discuss contemplative practices
designed to help create more inclusive, identity-safe student learning communities that have the courage and resilience to grapple with difficult issues with wisdom and compassion. Join us for three days of reflection, contemplation,
and rejuvenation! Housing is available.
More details to follow at https://www.csusm.edu/mindfulcsusm/index.html
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Rick Chess announces:

FAITH IN ARTS
INSTITUTE

An Exploration of the Intersections of Art, Faith, and Spirit
May 13–17, 2020
The Faith in Arts Institute is presented by UNC Asheville and Black Mountain College Museum + Arts Center
with support from the Center for Jewish Studies at UNC Asheville, the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at UNC
Asheville, a grant for the humanities from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Henry Luce Foundation as part
of their Theology Responsive Grant program, and the Center for Contemplative Mind in Society.

Join us for four days of workshops, artist talks, readings, performances, exhibitions, contemplative
practice and conversation.

FEATURING:

I hunger for you, directed and
choreographed by Guggenheim
recipient Kimberly Bartosik

Opening of an
exhibition on John
Cage and Buddhism

Mandala and
midrash-making
workshops

Premiere of Waves and Particles, a new
composition by Pulitzer Prize winning
composer John Luther Adams,
performed by the JACK Quartet
• Facilitation of interfaith
dialogue through objects: a
workshop on curating personal
objects contributed by institute
participants

• Talks on religion and art in the
21st century and sacred art in
secular spaces, secular art in
sacred spaces

• Deep listening, beholding,
phrase, and embodied
contemplative practices

Early-bird registration for the Faith in Arts Institute at UNC Asheville is $450 through
Jan. 15, 2020. On-campus lodging is available in UNC Asheville’s newest apartment-style
residential complex, The Woods, for an additional $350 for four nights.

REGISTER ONLINE AT FAITHINARTS.UNCA.EDU
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SUMMER WORKSHOP for EDUCATORS & ACTIVISTS

Contemplative Environmentalism
August 5 – 11, 2020

at the Lama Foundation near Taos, New Mexico

(Sunset at Lama Foundation)

Paul Wapner announces:
These are challenging times. So much of the world seems to be spiraling out of control. Climate change, biodiversity loss, and
environmental injustice are intensifying and tearing at the social and ecological fabric that sustains life.
Contemplative Environmentalism is a 6‐day workshop/retreat that explores how we can cultivate insight, courage, and sensitivity to
navigate escalating environmental dangers. It focuses on the interface between our inner lives and planetary realities, and offers
tools for teaching, mobilizing, and living on behalf of a sustainable future.
Set in the mountains of New Mexico, Contemplative Environmentalism uses meditation, writing, yoga, immersion in nature, and
other contemplative practices to infuse our environmental work with greater self‐awareness and compassionate commitment. It
helps us reset priorities, become ethically more alive, and live with greater purpose and personal and professional efficacy. Aimed
specifically at educators and activists, the workshop provides techniques for bringing contemplative practices into the classroom and
political settings so that our teaching and activism can be worthy of this environmental moment.
The workshop will take place at the Lama Foundation, an off‐grid retreat center that draws its power from the sun, water from a
spring, and much of its food from its organic gardens. Surrounded by the Carson National Forest, Lama is an ideal place to integrate
our deepest spiritual yearnings with our professional and personal environmental commitments. No prior experience in meditation
or other contemplative practices is necessary.

Faculty: Paul Wapner, Professor of Global Environmental Politics, American University
Lena Fletcher, Professor of Environmental Conservation, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Therese Jornlin, Meditation and Qi Gong Instructor and Therapist

Cost: $1085 (includes everything) / $890 Student *Scholarships available*
For more information: http://earthlovego.org
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CALL FOR PAPERS
The Journal of Contemplative Inquiry (ISSN: 2333-7281) is a
peer-reviewed interdisciplinary journal publishing articles, reflections, and book reviews to support the scholarly exchange of
ideas regarding the understanding, development, and application of contemplative and introspective methods in all aspects of
higher education. Our intention is to share knowledge that is theoretically grounded and practically useful for teachers, students,
staff, and leadership in higher education and related contexts.
We seek to publish work that builds bridges between the
emerging field of contemplative education, broadly defined,
and related practices in the wider Scholarship of Teaching and
Learning (SoTL), student life, faculty development, leadership
studies, and related areas. Particularly welcomed are submissions
that align with the mission of the Center for Contemplative Mind
in Society to further compassion and social justice in all aspects
of higher education and in our world more widely. We welcome
submissions that introduce, explore, and evaluate contemplative
practices from different cultural traditions that deepen and support
interactions across cultural boundaries and identities. This includes work that may draw on paradigms for
conducting research that are different from or in addition to conventional academic methodologies.
JOCI is published by CMind, the Center for Contemplative Mind in Society. Members of the Association for Contemplative Mind in Higher Education (ACMHE) have free access to the journal’s contents
through the ACMHE member portal.
There are no submission deadlines for our general issues.
JOCI accepts manuscripts for review on a rolling basis.
We anticipate publishing our next general issue in late 2020. Submissions will be considered for
publication in this and subsequent issues. We invite authors from any discipline, department, or office
in academe whose work concerns our mission to submit original writing on all aspects of contemplative
practices and perspectives in higher education.
For submission guidelines, please visit the JOCI website.
Contact: Dr. Trudy Sable & Dr. David Sable, Editors, at editors@contemplativemind.org

The Association for Contemplative
Mind in Higher Education, founded in
2008, connects a network of academic professionals committed to the transformation
of education through the recovery and development of contemplative dimensions of
teaching, learning, and knowing.
296 Nonotuck Street, Suite 5
Florence, MA 01062
http://www.contemplativemind.org/

The ACMHE is an initiative of The Center for Contemplative Mind in Society,
a 501-c (3) non-profit organization which
works to integrate contemplative awareness
and contemporary life in order to help create
a more just, compassionate, reflective, and
sustainable society. Since 1997, the Center for Contemplative Mind in Society has
played a leading role in fostering the inclusion of contemplative practice and inquiry in
colleges and universities.

